Chairs and Vice-Chairs (1)
September 2022 – September 2024

**DATA PLATFORM**
Chair: Virginie Favre, Natixis IM
Vice-Chair: Sébastien Renaud, Pictet AM
Coordinators: Vincent Ingham / Susan Yavari / Elona Morina

**ECONOMICS & RESEARCH SC**
Chair: Alessandro Rota, Assogestioni
Vice-Chair: Thomas Valli, AFG
Coordinators: Bernard Delbecque / Thomas Tilley

**FUND REGULATION, ASSET PROTECTION & SERVICES PROVIDERS SC**
Chair: Martin Parkes, BlackRock
Vice-Chair: Antoine de la Guéronnière, BNPP AM
Coordinator: Elona Morina

**INVESTOR EDUCATION PLATFORM**
Chair: Natalie Westerbarkey, Fidelity Intl
Vice-Chair: Denise Voss
Coordinators: Bernard Delbecque / Marin Capelle

**MANAGEMENT COMPANIES REGULATION & SERVICES SC**
Chair: Patricia Horsfall, Natixis IM
Vice-Chair: Carolina Fernández, Inverco
Coordinator: Zuzanna Bogusz

**PENSIONS SC**
Chair: Jonathan Lipkin, The IA
Vice-Chair: Laure Delahousse, AFG
Coordinator: Bernard Delbecque

**SUPERVISION & THIRD-COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS SC**
Chair: Santo Borsellino, Generali Investments
Vice-Chair: Rayhan Oddud, JPMorgan AM
Coordinator: Marin Capelle

**TAXATION & ACCOUNTING SC**
Chair: Vilma Domenicucci, ALFI
Vice-Chair: Tim McCann, Schroders
Coordinator: António Frade Correia

**STEWARDSHIP, MARKET INTEGRITY & ESG INVESTMENT SC**
Chair: Isabelle Cabie, Candriam
Vice-Chair: Hanzel Fadrilan, Baillie Gifford
Coordinators: Anyve Arakelijan, Chiara Chiodo

**TRADING, TRADE REPORTING & MARKET INFRASTRUCTURES SC**
Chair: Isabelle Drinkuth, Amundi AM
Vice-Chair: Christian Schmaus, Allianz GI
Coordinator: Susan Yavari

**DISTRIBUTION & CLIENT DISCLOSURES SC**
Chair: Julia Backmann, Allianz GI
Vice-Chair: Kåre Valgreen, Finance Denmark
Coordinator: Andreas Stepnitkza (ad interim)

**EUROPEAN FUND REGULATION, ASSET PROTECTION & SERVICES PROVIDERS SC**
Chair: Martin Parkes, BlackRock
Vice-Chair: Antoine de la Guéronnière, BNPP AM
Coordinator: Elona Morina

**PUBLIC POLICY PLATFORM**
Coordinator: Vincent Ingham

SC = STANDING COMMITTEE
### Chairs and Vice-Chairs (2)
#### September 2022 - September 2024

**FUND REGULATION, ASSET PROTECTION & SERVICES PROVIDERS SC**
- **MONEY MARKET FUNDS TF**
  - Chair: Thierry Darmon, Amundi AM
  - Coordinator: Federico Cupelli
- **ETF TF**
  - Chair: Keshava Shastry, DWS
  - Coordinator: Federico Cupelli
- **BENCHMARKS TF**
  - Chair: Piotr Giemza-Popowski, Arendt
  - Coordinator: Elona Morina
- **MANAGEMENT COMPANIES REGULATION & SERVICES SC**
  - **AML TF**
    - Chair: Evelyne Christiaens, ALFI
    - Coordinator: Zuzanna Bogusz

**ECONOMICS & RESEARCH SC**
- **MEMBERSHIP CONTRIBUTIONS TF**
  - Chair: Camille Thommes, ALFI
  - Coordinator: Bernard Delbecque
- **EUROPEAN FUND CLASSIFICATION TF**
  - Chair: Miranda Seath, The IA
  - Coordinator: Thomas Tilley
- **FUNDS CHARGES & PERFORMANCES TF**
  - Chair: Agathi Pafilli, Capital Group
  - Coordinator: Bernard Delbecque
- **TRADING, TRADE REPORTING & MARKET INFRASTRUCTURES SC**
  - **TRADE & TRANSACTIONS REPORTING TF**
    - Chair: Mike Rinker, Union Investment
    - Coordinator: Susan Yavari

**TAXATION & ACCOUNTING SC**
- **ACCOUNTING TF**
  - Chair: Ryan Spiteri, BlackRock
  - Coordinator: António Frade Correia
- **VAT TF**
  - Chair: Michel Lambion, Deloitte
  - Coordinator: António Frade Correia
- **BLOCKCHAIN FOR TAXES TF**
  - Chair: Mariano Giralt, BNY Mellon
  - Coordinator: António Frade Correia
- **STEWARDSHIP, MARKET INTEGRITY & ESG INVESTMENT SC**
  - **SFDR & TAXONOMY WORKSTREAM**
    - Chair: Elizabeth Gillam, Invesco
    - Coordinator: Anyve Arakelijan
  - **STEWARDSHIP & CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY WORKSTREAM**
    - Chair: Francesca Messini, Deloitte
    - Coordinator: Chiara Chiodo
  - **SUSTAINABLE DATA & REPORTING WORKSTREAM**
    - Chair: Laurence Caron Habib, BNP Paribas AM
    - Coordinator: Chiara Chiodo

### Breakdown of Chairs and Vice-chairs
- Corporate members: 22
- National associations: 11
- Associate members: 3

**TF = TASKFORCE**  
**SC = STANDING COMMITTEE**

**LAST UPDATE:** SEPTEMBER 2023